Variable Geometry in the EES/ETIAS Carrier Interface Context
Terms

• Schengen area is composed (now) of:
  AT, BE, CH, CZ, DE, DK, EE, ES, FI, FR, GR, HR, HU, IS, IT, LI, LT, LU, LV, MT, NL, NO, PL, PT, SE, SI, SK

• Schengen Associated countries (SAC) are the 4 Schengen non MS:
  CH, IS, LI, NO

• MS that do not apply the Schengen acquis in full: BG, RO

• MS that are candidates for the Schengen area: CY

• MS not participating in the Schengen area: IE
Which destinations to check

• Any trip going from “outside the Schengen area” into “the Schengen area” must be checked for passengers in scope

• Eg:
  
  • New York – Frankfurt
  
  • Paphos – Amsterdam
  
  • Dublin – Oslo
  
  • London - Split
Trips which should not be checked

- No checks exiting from Schengen area
- No checks on trips to BG, RO, IE or CY

- Amsterdam – New York
- New York – Dublin
- Amsterdam – Paphos
- London - Sofia
ETIAS Scope: Trips which must be checked

- "ETIAS Area": Schengen Area + BG, CY, RO
- = EU – Ireland + CH, IS, LI, NO
- Any trip going from “outside the ETIAS area” into “the ETIAS area” must be checked for passengers in scope. Eg:
  - New York – Frankfurt
  - New York – Zagreb
  - Dublin – Oslo
  - London - Sofia
ETIAS Scope: Trips which should not be checked

- No checks exiting from ETIAS area
- No checks on trips to IE
- No checks on internal trips within ETIAS area (e.g., HR to HU, BG to RO, HU to HR)
- Amsterdam – New York
- New York – Dublin
- Zagreb – Amsterdam
- Sofia - London
Thank you